Food Quiz - Answers
Here are the answers for the Food Quiz listening lesson
1. What color is peanut butter? (brown)
2. Which country grows more grapes, France or China? (France)
3. Do some restaurants really use special colors to make people feel hungry? (Yes,
especially red and yellow.)
4. Yes or no? McDonald's sells 75 hamburgers every minute. (No, it’s actually 75
hamburgers every second.)
5. Was pizza first made in Italy? (No, pizza goes way back to ancient Greece and Rome.
People in Italy were the first to make pizza with tomatoes)
6. People enjoy H2O. What do H and O stand for? (H is hydrogen and O is oxygen)
7. Was spaghetti first created in Italy or China? (Boiling noodles in hot water was
probably invented in China.)
8. What color is mustard? (yellow)
9. Bees work hard to produce which food? (honey)
10. Yes or no? People in Europe never saw a potato until the 1550s. (Yes. Spanish
explorers found the potato in Peru and brought it to Europe near the end of the 16th
century.)
11. Name the spicy Korean food made from cabbage. (kimchi)
12. What's in a coconut? (Coconut water and a white nutty that holds coconut milk.)
13. Which country grows more kiwi, New Zealand or Italy? (Italy)
14. Yes or no? Carrots used to be purple a long time ago. (yes)
15. What Canadian food comes from the inside part of trees? (maple syrup)
16. The USA or Mexico? Which country buys more Coke when talking about the number
of can per person per year? (Mexico)
17. Yes or no? The banana is a berry. (yes)
18. What are French fries made from? (potatoes)
19. True or not true. Eating lots of onions can make you sleepy. (true)
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